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 Raster  format

image consisting  
of regular grid cells

(pixels)



  

 Raster  format

 grid cells contain numeric values (the 
same values represent the same 
features) 
 i.e. cells with value 1 represent water, cells 

with value 2 represent forests etc.
 the same values = the same colours

 pros 
 efficient for continuous features 

(temperature, elevation etc.)
 cons

 large files on disk



  

 Vec tor  fo rmat

 features represented by points, lines and 
polygons (with map coordinates)

(40,50)

(70,80)

(60,30)

points
(i.e. cities)

lines
(i.e. roads)

polygons
(i.e. lakes)



  

 Vec tor  fo rmat

 every single vector feature (point, line, 
polygon) is linked to a single record in the 
attribute table



  

 Attr ibute  types

1. Whole number (Integer) 

– can contain whole numbers only

2. Decimal number (Real) 

– can contain whole or decimal numbers

3. Text (String) 

– can contain characters (strings)

4. Date 

– can contain dates



  

 Vector izat ion (d ig i t izat ion)

 the process of vector objects creating:
 performed manually by clicking the mouse 

and entering attribute values
 semiautomatic methods (contour lines)

 background rasters for vectorization:
 map scans
 satellite images
 aerial photographs



  

 Vector izat ion (d ig i t izat ion)

1. Add the background image.
Layer → Add layer → Add raster layer

2. Create new vector layer.
Layer  → Create Layer → New Shapefile Layer

3. Add attributes (name, type).

4. Confirm and save the file on disk.

5. Turn on editing and start digitizing new 
vector objects (save changes continuously). 



  

 Snapping

 allow us to connect one feature to another 
(vertex to vertex, segment)

 correct vectorization without errors

Snapping → Snapping Options

 © http://gsp.humboldt.edu/



  

  The End

Thank you for attention!
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